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1. Introduction. We consider a system of linear differential equations

(1) X' = A(t)X       (' = d/dt)

where X is an n dimensional column vector and ^4(0 is an nXn

matrix whose elements are continuous periodic functions of a real

variable /.

Epstein [2] has shown that if .4(0 is periodic and odd then all

solutions of (1) are periodic. Also, using formulae from differential

geometry, Epstein obtained a necessary condition that all solutions

of (1) be periodic provided that A(t) is 3X3, skew symmetric, and

periodic.

We show that if A(t) is skew symmetric and periodic, then every

solution of (1) is almost periodic. This theorem is important for two

reasons. First, it is of interest in itself. Second, Epstein has shown

that the solutions of (1) depend on those of two systems, one of

which is symmetric and the other skew symmetric. The coefficients

of the symmetric system will be periodic if the solutions of the skew

symmetric system are periodic with the same period as the original

system. Since the fundamental solution matrix of (1) can be expressed

as X(t)=P(t)Y(t) where P(t) is periodic and Y(t)=expDt is the

fundamental solution matrix of Y' —DY with D constant, one would

be reluctant to use Epstein's technique of separating (1) into two

systems unless he could be sure that both of the resulting systems

would have solutions of a correspondingly simple form as that of (1).

Our theorem enables us to show that the fundamental solution matrix

of the symmetric system can be expressed as F(t) exp Dt where F(t)

is almost periodic and D is constant.

2. Almost periodic solutions. Let us denote X by col(xi, • • • , x„).

Theorem 1. If A(t) is periodic and skew symmetric, then all solu-

tions of (I) are almost periodic.

Proof. The scalar function V=x\Ar • • • +x„ is a Liapunov func-

tion for (1) and dV/dt = 0 along trajectories of (1). Hence the surface

defined by V = const, contains all solutions which start on it and so

every solution vector of (1) has constant euclidean length. Since
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Ait) is periodic there exists a Liapunov transformation X = LQ/)H

mapping (1) into

(2) H' = BE

where Lit) is an raXra periodic matrix with LimT) =1 (here, m is any

integer, / is the identity matrix, and T is the period of Ait)) and B

is a constant raXra matrix (see Gantmacher [3]). If Hit) is the funda-

mental solution matrix of H' =BH, then Xit) =Lit)Hit) is the funda-

mental solution matrix of (1). Thus, XimT)=HimT). Let Xiit),

• ■ • , Xnit) and Hiit), • • • , Hnit) be the column vectors of Xit)

and Hit) respectively. Then XiimT) =HiimT) and XiimT) has con-

stant euclidean length so the same is true for HiimT). Since Lit)

is nonsingular the characteristic roots of B have real parts which are

zero and each characteristic root of B is simple. For if some character-

istic root had a nonzero real part, then the corresponding solution

would become either unbounded or it would tend to zero and both

of these are impossible since the solutions have constant euclidean

length. Also, if some characteristic root (with zero real part) were not

simple, then there would be a solution which becomes unbounded

and this again is impossible. Now to each of these (purely imaginary

or zero) characteristic roots ai of B there corresponds a solution of the

form Ci exp (a,£) where ct is a constant vector; thus the Hiit) are

periodic and hence Xit) is almost periodic [l].

3. The form of the solutions. We now suppose that Ait) is periodic

but not skew symmetric. Epstein shows that Xit) =Zit) Wit) where

Z(i) is the fundamental solution matrix of

(3) Z' = l/2[Ail) - ATit)]Z

and Wit) is the fundamental solution matrix of

(4) W' = l/2[ZTit)iAit) + ATit))Zit)]W.

Since Ait) is periodic, A—AT is skew symmetric and periodic.

Thus, by Theorem 1, it follows that Zit) is almost periodic and the

coefficient matrix of (4) is almost periodic.

Theorem 2. There exist matrices Fit) and D where Fit) is almost pe-

riodic and D is constant such that Wit) = Fit) exp Dt.

Proof. From the proof of Theorem 1 we have Zit) =L(i)A(<) where

Lit + T) =Lit) and the elements of Kit) are periodic of some unknown

period. Also, it is known that Xit) =P(0 exp Dt where D is constant

and Pit+T)=Pit). Since Xit) = Zit)Wit) we have Pit) exp Dt =
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L(t)K(t)W(t) or W(t) =K~1(t)L-Ht)P(t) exp Dt. But K-\t)L~l(t)P(t)

is almost periodic and so W(t) — F(t) exp Dt where F(t) is almost

periodic.

Added in Proof. It seems that Theorem 1 is known. See Amer. Math.

Monthly 71 (1964) 774-776. This reference was pointed out by J. D.

Schur.
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